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He survived the Great War and the Great Depression, but can he survive just one night in New
York City!



The ImposterMark R WilliamsDabs of light rolled off the windscreen with the monotony of a
metronome. He held the T Ford steady, the November night looming through the glowing
streetlamps. Glanced down at discarded paper cups littering the passenger footwell, their
insides stained with old coffee, then back at the road ahead. Smoke curled from a cigarette
between the fingers of one hand draped over the steering wheel, lending an abstract haze to the
world outside. He’d been driving since the early morning, stopping only for four cups of awful
coffee and the occasional bathroom break, but Denny’s wasn’t far now.Over the past thirty
minutes, trees and open countryside, farmlands and roadside cafes where you could buy ‘the
world’s best pumpkin pie’ had been replaced with tall, dull buildings, a skyline of bricks and
mortar. He’d been to New York City before and didn’t like it much; too busy, and with a distinct
odour he didn’t like and couldn’t quite place.He hung a left down 101st Street and pulled over
opposite Denny’s. People teemed over the sidewalks and across the streets, walking with
purpose, weaving around each other like water finding a path of least resistance. It must have
been garbage day because heaving trashcans spewed rubbish over the sidewalk.The street
below was dwarfed either side by a long row of apartment blocks. All the same – drab exteriors,
small windows casting dull light onto big metal fire escapes that clung to the fascias. More death
traps than lifelines.Only Denny’s offered a cherry on top of the stale, grey cake. Bright light
spilled out from the coffee shop and onto the street.His bright-blue eyes scanned every window,
open or closed, creaked and broken. He craned his neck and used the car mirrors, clocking the
passers-by – what they wore, how they acted. Looked down poorly lit alleyways, notes the
models of cars parked nearby, even memorised their licence plates.Not paranoia but a necessity
vigilance. That’s why he was the best at what he did. One wrong step and he could be dead.
And, besides, he’d worked in New York before, was known in these parts. No harm in being
careful.Satisfied, he relaxed his shoulders, pulled back the cuff of his shirt and looked at his
wristwatch. A quarter to seven. He rummaged through a pocket and pulled out a scrap of paper:
Call 555-0145 at 7 p.m. sharp!
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Cartimand, “Short but sweet tale of the unexpected. The Imposter is the noir-ish debut novella
from this young author. Set in a sleazy post-war New York, it builds the atmosphere nicely before
hitting the reader with the sucker punch of not one but two clever twists.Comfortably read within
an hour, this should appeal to anyone who enjoys a whodunnit and who likes to be surprised.
Use of language is fairly economical and direct, but with the occasional clever use of simile - I
particularly liked "a cherry on the top of a grey and stale cake". Unfortunately a few typos made it
to print (having read quite a few of these self-published works on my Kindle, I'm no longer
surprised at seeing the occasional "widow" instead of "window") so, if the author would
appreciate the services of an experienced proof reader, please get in touch!At under a quid, this
is well worth a read!”

Vonn, “Didn't expect that!. I found this book easy to read, it had a good flow to it and a quick and
unexpected ending!”

Holly, “Brilliant. Cheeky little twist you don't see coming! Would love this to be a full scale novel!!
Matt and I both read and love :) Well done mate!”

The book by Mark R Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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